MOVED that we approve the members of the Hardbat Committee and Umpires and Referees Committee (URC) as nominated by their respective chairs, with the Hardbat Committee made up of Scott Gordon (previously approved chair), Jay Turberville, Diann Darnall, Albert Papp, and Ty Hoff (as athlete rep), and the URC made up of Joseph Yick (previously approved chair), and Wendell Dillon, Saul Weinstein, and Lee Kondo.*

MOVED: Larry Hodges
SECOND: Ed Levy

PASSED: 7-0-0-1

In Favor: Mike Babuin, Anne Cribbs, Ed Hogshead, Jim Kahler, Kagin Lee, Ed Levy, Peter Scudner
Opposed: none
Abstaining: n/a
Not Voting: Han Xiao

Vote request issued by email: April 20, 2015
Last vote received: April 21, 2015

Respectfully submitted,
Dennis M. Taylor
Secretary

* Han Xiao, Chair of the Athletes’ Advisory Council, will nominate an Elite Athlete to serve on the Umpires and Referees Committee.